Featured Media Hits

New York Times: Stowaways and Crimes Aboard a Scofflaw Ship
Features images by SkyTruth and discusses SkyTruth’s tracking of the Dona Liberta

Associated Press Exclusive: AP tracks slave boats to Papua New Guinea
Discusses SkyTruth’s work tracking the Silver Sea2

Associated Press: Settlement Reached In Lawsuit Over Gulf Oil Leak
Discusses the settlement in the Taylor Energy lawsuit and SkyTruth’s discovery and continual tracking of the leak. Also reported by the Star Tribune, Seattle Times (which features an image by SkyTruth), ABC News, New Orleans City Business, Tuscaloosa News,

Media Hits

7/3/15
Business Insider: BP will pay $18.7 billion to states affected by 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill
Features image by SkyTruth

7/6/15
Marcus Kulik: Tracking Illegal Fishing from Space
Discusses National Geographic’s video of SkyTruth and GFW

7/16/15
New York Times: Stowaways and Crimes Aboard a Scofflaw Ship
Features images by SkyTruth and discusses SkyTruth’s tracking of the Dona Liberta

7/17/15
FuelFix.com: Lawmakers back company responsible for decade-old Gulf leak
Features image by SkyTruth

7/27/15
Associated Press Exclusive: AP tracks slave boats to Papua New Guinea
Discusses SkyTruth’s work tracking the Silver Sea2

New York Times: AP Tracks Slave Boats to Papua New Guinea
Discusses SkyTruth’s work tracking the Silver Sea2
MLive: Seafood from slaves - Fugitive trawlers spotted in dangerous strait
Discusses SkyTruth’s work tracking the Silver Sea

Local10.com: Brutal trafficking ring relies on slaves for cheap fish
Discusses SkyTruth’s work tracking the Silver Sea

8/24/15
The Guardian: Is New Orleans in danger of turning into a modern-day Atlantis?
Features image by SkyTruth

8/25/15
Bakken.com: Taylor Energy’s little known Gulf of Mexico oil leak
Discusses SkyTruth’s tracking of the Taylor Energy chronic spill

8/27/15
Associated Press: Settlement Reached In Lawsuit Over Gulf Oil Leak
Discusses the settlement in the Taylor Energy lawsuit and SkyTruth’s discovery and continual tracking of the leak. Also reported by the Star Tribune, Seattle Times (which features an image by SkyTruth), ABC News, New Orleans City Business, Tuscaloosa News,

8/28/15
Southern Studies: The Katrina oil spill disaster - A harbinger for the Atlantic Coast?
Discusses SkyTruth’s tracking of the Taylor Energy chronic spill and features an image by SkyTruth

Think Progress: A Broken Well Has Been Leaking Oil Into The Gulf of Mexico For The Last 10 Years
Discusses the Taylor Energy lawsuit settlement and SkyTruth’s tracking of the spill

8/31/15
Australian Lawyers Alliance: After the Spill
References SkyTruth’s work on the Montara Oil Spill of 2009